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Numerological texts
Name: Jane Smith
Date of birth: 18.09.1957
Maturity in levels
(min. value=0, max. value=9)

Mental level: 9
Psychical level: 4
Physical level: 8

Level in life periods
(min. value=0, max. value=9)

Childhood and youth (0 - 25 years): 2
Middle age (25 - 50 years): 4
Higher age (over 50 years): 6

Root number: 4
Person with Life Path 4 is practical, reliable, continual, patient and resistant. He/she is
exceedingly tolerant of people and any outside influences, as it has found the stability
from within . Therefore, from the peace within, "4s" will search convenience and stability
for everyone, and they can energise others into sudden changes of their character. They
don´t like changes, they need peace, however they tend to be unpredictable. They make
their own rules quite often. Sometimes they live in the "future world" not considering
anything different from their point of view. So they have enemies due to their
ruthlessness and other people hindering them in their struggles. They often cannot bear
criticism and react very sensibly.

Number 1: 2x
Ability to reach goals, adequate will, realistic point of view, ability to express own feelings
and towards strong need to express them.

Number 2: 0x
Lack of emotions, sometimes impassivity. More brain then feeling.

Number 3: 0x

2

Less warlikeness, weak assertivity. Deep knowledge, but not expressed. Tendency not to
express own knowledge, but concentrate mind on process of cognition.

Number 4: 2x
Sometimes nonstable and a little nervous thinking, smaller self-confidence and smaller
confidence in own ideas. On the other side sometimes tendency to extremely "show off"
results of own brainwork.

Number 5: 1x
Restless and active personality, efficient, modest, but sometimes rather adventurous.

Number 6: 0x
Little stamina and low sexual appetite, lack of interest in money. Sometimes low ability to
rejoice, no tendency to optimism. A little worse memory, lack of concentration.

Number 7: 1x
Tendency to depression and melancholy. Often good sense for art and philosophy.
Quite good activity, great sense for fairness and great readiness to fight against every
wrong. Need to learn everything personally.

Number 8: 1x
Sometimes longing for supreme power and glory. Rational thinking, original, with the
sense of detail.

Number 9: 2x
Developed ability to mystic sights, foreseeing, seeing own subconsciousness, sometimes
variance acting.

